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Abstract : Debate' is ongoing about the impact of diners' tipping behavior on the 

restaurant industry: Some researchers have postulateq that tipping is a social norm, with .the 

amount of the tip closely related to the .size of the bili. Others have suggested th.at since the size 

of tips is critical to servers' income, they act to financially motivate servers to pro.vide good 

service. In our study of this issue, we analyzed financial data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the .National Restaurant Association (NRA). Data analysis 

indicated that the size of tips is financially critical to servers' income .. Based on social exchange 

theory, in order to receive larger tips, servers try to provide better service. Some studies 'have 

p~stulated .that since the size of tips is critical to servers' income, .they function to improve 

service 
Keywords: Tipping, restaurant, social norm, and social exchange theory 

Introduction 
Tipping is a long-time custom in the restaurant industry. Practically all 

diners take.tipping for granted (Lynn, 2000), and the tip amount is typically steady 

due to standards for size and frequency. In the United States alone, tips totaled 

approximately $26 billion annually (Azar, 2007). According to the National Restau

rant Association (2005 ), total sales. in the restaurant industry have been increasing 

steadily since the 1970s. Since tip size varies with restaurant sales, the extent of tip 

revenue has been growing side-by-side with the fast increase in restaurant sales. 

Clearly, the ex.tent ~f tipping in the restaurant industry significantly affects 

customers, employers, and servers, 

Prev.ious studies have suggested two reasons for tipping: (I) .social 

nolill, and (2) appraisal of service quality. Many researchers have agreed that 

· tipping is a social norm, with not leaving a tip widely acknowledged as being a 

social faux pas'cAzar, 2004; Kerr, Domazlicky, Kert, & Knittel, 2006; Seligman, 

1998). The amount of tips as ifltluenced by social nonns relates to total bill size (Lin, 

2007), and the relationship between service quality and tip size are not strongly 

significant (Kerr, Dom(lzlicky, Kerr, & Knittel, 2006). Several researchers believ.e 

that the relationship between service qua.lity arid tip sizes is tenuous at best (Lynn, 

200 I). Second, other researchers have postillated that the size of the tips left by 

diners is influenced by their appraisal of service quality (Bodvarsson & Gibson, 
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1997; Lynn & McCall, 2000; Conlin, Lynn, & O'Donoghue, 2003). Lynn and McCall 
(2000) stated that diners consider equitable exchange relationships when making 

tipping decisions. Diners leave a larger tip when they receive good service; conse
quently, servers try to provide better service in order to receive a larger tip. This 

logic has one assumption: tips have a critical financial impact on servers. If the size 
of tips is small and makes very little difference in overall salary, there is little 

motivation to provide good service. In this case, it is difficult to say that there is a 

high correlation between service quality and size of tip. Integrating from previous 

studies, it is important to detennine the financial impact of tips on servers in the 

restaurant indvstry. In other words, what is the proportion of tips in servers' 

overall wages? 

This question can moderate two streams of tipping research. If tips' finan

cial impact on servers is small enough to ignore, servers will not heavily rely on 

tips. Therefore, the relationship between service quality and size of tips is not 

strong. Consequently, diners' tipping behavior should be closer to the social 

norm. In contrast, if tips' financial impact on servers is large enough, the second 

stream ofresearch is more favorable. 

The purpose of this research was to investigate the financial impact of 

tips on servers in the restaurant 'industry. 

Literature Review 

Theoretical Background 

Fernandez (2004) stated that tips play an important financial role in serv

ers' pay, so low tipping can lead to a high turnover rate. Tips often represent 100% 

of servers' take-home salary because taxes reduce their hourly pay (Lynn, 2003). In 

this regard, tips are the primary incentive for servers to deliver quality service 

(Lynn, 2003). Therefore, in order to receive large tips, servers try to provide good 

service to diners. 
I 

The theoretical background of this ration!lle is social exchange theory 

(Blau, 1964). According to this theory, negotiated exchanges occur between par

ties. Social exchange theory suggests that all human relationships are formed by 

the use of a subjective cost-benefit analysis and a comparison of alternatives. In 

the restaurant industry, servers provide good service to diners and diners provide 

suitable reward via tips; in this way, a social exchange relationship exists. This 
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theoretical statement was empirically demonstrated by the following later studies. 

Speer ( 1997) stated that a large number of diners in the United States leave 

tips in order to reward servers for good service. In the restaurant industry, there are 

negotiated exchanges between service providers and diners: the servers provide 

good service, and the diners pay the proper amount of tips (Bodvarsson & Gibson, 

1997; Lynn & McCall, 20.00; Conlin, Lynn, & O'Donoghue, 2003). Noll and Arnold's 

2004 study showed that tips are an important part of the server's pay, as well as ·an 

important financial motivatfon. For example, servers' responses to a survey re

vealed that they believe that African Americans do not tip as much as do white 

Americans, and this pre-perception causes servers to convey negative attitudes 

and poor service to the former group of customers. Lynn and Haysbert (2003) also . . 
stated that many waiters and waitresses deliver poor service to ethnic minorities 

because they believe that the ethnic minorities are poor tippers. From an economic 

perspective, the servers' poor service and attitude towards African Americans and 

other ethnic minorities may be considered rational because the servers as an eco

nomic subject cannot maximize their gains from these particular racial and ethnic 

groups. These studies provide circumstantial evidence that servers are motivated 

to earn larger tips because tips are financially important portions of their sahu:ies. 

Consequently, this economic motive makes servers act in a particular way. 

Baaren (2005) mentioned that tips are an important part of servers' pay, so 

he im<estigated ways to increase tips. His study found that repetition is a good 

method of increasing tip size. When servers repeated customers' orders verbatim, 

customers left bigger tip,s because diners believed that the servers were behaving 

more prosocially. Also, diners felt they wer engaging in a positive interaction. In 

other words,, diners believed they received better service. Strohmetz and Rind 

(2001) investigated methods to increase servers' financial satisfaction using tips. 

They concluded that providing suggestions to diners regarding levels and size of 

tips stabilized the amounts received, thereby increasing servers' financial Satisfac

tion. 

Many researchers have tried to explain why people .leave tips and to 

investigate the financial impact of tips on servers. However, most studies have 

focused on a, few cases or a limited number of samples in the restaurant industry. 

No previous study has analyzed the entire rest~urant industry based on objective 

data gained from public organizations. Therefore this study sought to explore the 

economic impact of tipping on servers using macro-industry dati;i. 
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Research Questions 
Tips have a huge impact on servers because almost all servers depend on 

.tips to supplement their income (Noll & Arnold, 2004). However, what financial 

impact do tips have on servers? Some researchers conducted interviews or distrib

uted q_uestionnaires on annual average tip size in the· industry, but no previous 

study has used macro-industry data to show the impa'Ct of tips on servers. There

fore, this study examined every available bit of statistical data in order to estimate 

the impact of tips on servers more objectively ·and to-answer the research ques

tions: what_ financial impact does the tip have on the server? 

Methodology 
This sttidy used the historical research method to examine and interpret 

data from previous studies in this subject area. This secondary data were gathered 

to estimate the tip's economic impact on ser\rers and-to discuss its psychological 

impact. The primary data were collected from government archives and ether res

taurant organizations, such as the U.S. C_ensus Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statis

tics, the National Restaurant Association (NRA) and other government agencies. 

Other secondary data vyere derived from restaUraJlt industry statistics, such as 

total sales, number of employees, average hourly wage rate, and occupation clas

sification in the restaurant industry. 

In collecting· data, efforts were made to select those related only to the 

restaurant industry where t_ipping is frequent and the effect of tipping can be 

traced clearly to certain occupations, such as wait -staffs and bartenders. 

Results 

Total Sales 

The data for sales in the full-service restaurants and bars/taverns were 

collected mainly from the Statistical Abstract of the U.S. Census Bureau from 1990 

to 2004. Accurate sales data were important to this study b_ecause they provided 

the basis for measuring the exact amount of tips for each group, and allowed 

determination of the tip's effect on the server's annual income. 

Number of Employees and Wage Level 
ihe data were taken from the National Industry-Specific Occupational 
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Employment and Wage Estimates of the B.ureau of Labor Statistics. 

Table I offers a summary of the number of wait staffs employed by full

service restaurants and bars/taverns and their- respective wages. 

Table 1. Employment and Wage Overview 

FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT BARsANDTAVERNS 

WAITERS/ 
BJiRTENDERS 

W.AITERSI 
. BARTENDERS 

WAfTRESSES WAllRESSES 

NUMBERS 
ANNUAL 

NLM3ERS 
ANM.W. 

MJIJllERS 
ANNU/iJ.. 

ru..lBERS 
ANNUAL 

WAGES WAGES WAGES WAC£.S 

1999• 1,363,702 13,220 151,522 14,320 71,461 13,220 116,937 14,320 

2000· 1,402.920 13,2i0 155.880 14,110 72,380 13,270 86,040 14,110 

2001· 1,426,680 15,110 158,520 16,370 73,700 15,110 120,600 16,370 

2002 1,455,900 15,590 160,420 17,230 85,440 14,530 140,710 15,910 

2003 1,!il3,700 15,690 169,430 1.7,460 78,860 14,630 153,450 15,810 

(Data Solirce: Bureau cl Labor StaliSlicS. National Industry-Specific Occupational Employment . and Wage 

&timates) 

FOr the purpose of this study, the aggregate di;ita were examined with 

respect fo restaurant categories, such as full-service restaurants,. an.d bars/tav

ern~, and further separated into data pertajning to waiters/waitresses and bartend

ers, so that the entire amount of the tip was distribute.d among employees. With 

regard to the aggregate occupation data available, the occupations of wait staffs 

· and bartenders were selected from the list of qccupations and data from the Na

tional Industry-Specific Occupi;itional Employmel}t and Wage Estimates, since these 

occupations directly benefit from the n.~ceipt of tips. 

The data about industry employment and wages are .available from I 999 to 

2003 from the database for the National Industry-Specific Occupational Employ

m.ent and Wage Estimates. D.ata from the year 2002 on were classified using a new 

classification system-the North 'American Industry Classification System . 

(NAICS~and provide an exact .match between each type of business and_ its 

emplo:yment and wages .. 

Between 1999 and 200 I, the relevant data were classified by Standard 
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Industry Classification .(SIC) code. This classification was~ more general ~ne than 

the NAICS--neither included classifications such as full-service restaurants, lim

ited service restaurants, special service restaurants, and bars /taverns, nor pro

vided information on the distribution of tips because employment and wage data 

were not available for each group. As a res_ult, the data for occ~pation and wages 

from 1999 to 200 I had to be estimated and adjusted to answer the question posed 

in this study-the new classification system would have resulted in time-series 

· breaks. 

The data prior to 1.999 could not be used for this investigation because it 

described only the "eating and drinking places" components of the restaurant and 

bar industry. The data for 2002 and 2003 were more accurate and were examined in 

detail to determine industry trends. The data for 2004 were not yet available. 

Estimation of Average Hourly Wage Rate 
The data for average hourly wage level of'W'.ait staffs and bartenders were 

collected from the Na~ional Industry-Specific Occupational Employment and Wage 

Estimates of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The data for hourly wage rate for full

service restaurants and drinking places from 1999 to 200~ are summarized in Table 

2. 

Table 2. Average Ho~ly Wage Rate 

EATING & DRlli<ING Pl.ACES 

WAllER I WAllRESS BARTOOER 

Fl!L-SER\1CE 
DRINKING RACES 

RJLL-SERVICE 
DRlt-l<ING PlACES 

~STALIWIT ~STAIJW.IT 

19W 6.:£ 6.88 

2000 6.00 7.70 

2001 7.~ 7.87 . 
200'2 7.49 6.99 8.28 7.65 

2003 . 7.55 7.04 B.ll 7.60 

(Data Source: Bureau cl Lalxx Stallistics, National Industry-Specific O~upational &.ployment and Wage 

&timates) 
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In Table 2, hourly wage data from 1999 to 200 I were available only for one 

category: eating and drinking places. From 2002 on, data were available for each 

group for hourly wage levels of ;.vaiters/waitresses and bartenders in full-service 

restaurants and drinking places. 

Estimation of Tips 
Total tips received by each type of group was comp4ted by multiplying 

10% and 15% into the total for sales in each year. For the purpose of this study, tip 

size was calculated as 10% and 1'5% oft~tal bill am~unt to determine the impact of 

tipping oti a server's annual income. The average tip was 15%. As shown in Table 

3, tip amount increased as industry sales increased. Since the National Restaurant 

Association has forecasted that sales in the restaurant industry will increase con

tinuously, the trend will most likely continue beyond 2005. 

Table 3. Estimation of Tips 

FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT BARS AND TAVERNS 

SALES 10% TIPS 15% TIPS SALES 10% TIPS 15% TIPS 

'1990 77,811,000,000 7.781,10~.ooo 11 ,871,850,000 9,533,000,000 953,300,000 1,429,950,000 

1991 78,355,000,000 7,835,500,000 11,753~50 ,000 9,442,000,000 944,200,000 1,416,300,000 

1992 83,561,000,000 8,356,100,000 12,534,150,000 10,203,000,000 1,020 ,30 0 ,000 1,530,450,000 

1993 87,011,000,000 8,701,100,000 13,051,850,000 10,162,000,000 1,018,200,000 1,524,300,000 

1994 91 ,457,000,000 9,145,700,000 13,718,550,000 9,928,000,000 992,800,000 1,489,200,000 

1995 98,396,000,000 9,639,600,000 14,459,400,000 9,948 ,000,000 994,800,000 1,492,200,000 

1998 100,830,000,000 10,083,000,000 15,124,500,000 10,276,000,000 1,027,600,000 1,541,400 ,0 00 

1997 110,276,900,000 11,027,800,000 16,541,400,000 11,066,000,000 1,106,600,000 1,859,900 ,000 

1998 117,774.000,000 11.777,400,000 17,66 6,100,000 11,498,000,000 1,149,800,000 1,724,700 .o 00 

1999 125,430 .o 00 ,000 12,543,000,000 18,814,500,000 11,912,000,000 1,191,200,000 1,786,800 ,000 

2000 133,834 ,0 00 .ooo 13,383,400,000 20,o75,100,000 12,413,000,000 1,241,300,000 1,861,950,000 

2001 139,990,000,000 13,999,000,000 20,998,500,000 12,6 73 ,00, 0 ,000 1,287,3 00,000 1,900,950,000 

2002 146,149 ,000,000 14,814,900,000 21,922,350,000 13,270,000,000 1,327,00 0,000 1,9 90,500,000 

2003 150,978 ,000 ,000 15,097,600,0 00 22,846 ,400,000 13,41 8,000,000 1,341,800,000 2,012,700 ,000 

2004 157,921,000,000 15,792,100,000 23,888,150,000 13,848,000,000 1,384,800,000 2,0 77 ,200 ,0.00 

(Data SOU'ce: U.S. Census Bureau, the Statistical Abstract of the Uni~d States) 
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Data Analysis 
Data analysis was divided into two parts-analyses for full-service restau

rants, and for bars and taverns-in order to see how tip size affects each employ

ee's income level. Of employees in each group, waiters/waitresses and bartenders 

are considered the main recipients of tips, an!I the tip's impact on annual income is 

analyzed using measured numbers. Therefore, the analysis of the tip's impact on 

employees in full-service restaurants and bars/taverns at different tipping rates is 

shown by way of tables and charts (see Appendix). Emphasis was placed on the 

tip's impact on the server's annual income level with the chan~e in the tipping rate. 

Full-Service Restaurant 
Assuming that. there is no tip-pooling with non-tipped workers, and that 

annual wages do not include the tip as a part of the wage, the analysis showed that 

the tip's economic impact on the waiter/waitress and the bartender is apparently 

huge when the wage level of the server is taken into consideration. 

At a 10% tipping rate, tips average about 37.6% of real income for waiters/ 

waitresses for 1999-2003. When this rate is increased to 15%, tips average about 

47.4% in the same period. Clearly, then, tips do have a significant impact on the 

·economic means of servers even in the worst-case scenario of a I 0% tipping rate. 

These figures are summarized in Table 4: 
Table 4. Jmpact of Tips on Waiters/Waitresses, Different Tipping Rates 

10% TIPPING 15% TIPPING 

TIP PER ANNUAL REAL llPIREAL TIPPER ANNUAL REAL TIP/REAL 
EMPLOYEES W/ll3ES INCOME .INCOME EtJPLOYEES WAGES INCOME INCOME 

1999 8.278 13,220 21 .498 39% 12.417 1:1,220 25,637 48% 

2000 8,fai 13,270 21;s!D 39% 12,879 13,270 m,149 49%. 

2001 B,831 15,110 23,941 37% 13,247 15.110 28,357 47% 

2002 9,042 15,590 24,632 37% 13.ffi3 15.Si!O 29,153 47% 

2003 8,ffi5 15,690 24,5515 36% 13,297 15,690 28,9&7 46% 

With regard to bartenders, tips average about 35.6% ofthei~ income at a 

tipping rate of I 0%. Again, when this rate increases to 15%, tips contribute 45 .2% 
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to total income in the period under investigatibn, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Impact of Tips on Bartenders, Different Tipping Rates 

10%TIPPING 15% TIPPING 

TIP· PER ANNUAL. REAL· TIP/REAL . TIPPER ANNUAL .REAL TIP/REAL 
EMPLOYEES WAGES INCOME INCOME EMPU)YEES WAGES INCOME INCOME 

1999 8,278 14,320 2'2,598 37% 12.417 14,320. ~137 46% 

2000 8,500 14,110 2'2,696 38% 12,879 14,110 "6,989 48% 

2001 8,831 16,370 25,201 35°..6 13.247 . 16,370 . 29,617 45% 

2002 9,042 17.230 ;£,272 34% 13,563 17,230 30,793 44% 

2003 8,865 17,460 "6.325 34% 13,297 17,460 30.757 43% 

Drinking Places 
Assuming that tip pooling does not occur with non-tipped workers, and 

that annual wages do not include tips, the tip's impact on servers in the drinking 

places follows the same pattern as that in full-service restaurants; tips account for 

a greater percentage cif servers' real income as the tipping rate increases (Table 6). 

· Als~. the ratio of tips in real income is almost 1. 0% lower than in full-service restau

rants. 

Table 6. Impact of Tips on Waiters/Waitresses: Different Tipping Rates 

10% TIPPING 15% TIPPING 

TIPPER ANNUAL RE/IJ.. TIPllEAI.. TIPPER ANNUJIJ.. REAL TIP/REAL 
EMPLOYEES WAGES INCOME INCOM: EMPLOYEES WAGES INCO\£ INCO\IE 

1999 6,3Zl 13,220 19.~3 32% 9,484 13,2'LO 22.704 42'l/o 

2000. 7,836 13,270 21,1115 37% 11,75'.l 13,270 2~023 47% 

2001 6,szi 15,110 21,632 . • 30% 9.784 15,110 24,894 ·39% 

2002 5,868 14,530 20,398 29% 8,802 14,530. 23,332 38% 

2003 5,776 14,630 20,4115 28% . 8,664 14,630 . 23,294 37% 
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With regard to bartenders who worked at drinking places during the pe

riod under investigation, tips averaged about 29 .8% of income at the l 0% tipping 

rate and 38.6% at the 15% tipping rate. Table 7 shows the figures for the individual 

years and at different tipping rates . 

Table 7. Impact of Tips on Bartenders, Different Tipping Rates 

10% TIPPING 15% TIPPING 

TIP PER ANNUAL ~L TIP/REAL TIPPER ANNLW.. REAL TIP/REAL 
EMPLOYEES WAGES INC0\1E INCOP.£ EMPLOYEES WAGES INC0\1E INCO\iE• 

1999 6,323 14,320 20,643 31% 9,484 14,320 23,804 40% 

2000 7,836 14,110 21,948 36% 11,753 14,110 25,863 45% 

2001 6,522 16,370 22,892 28% 9,784 16,370 :.l3,154 37% 

2002 5,ffiB 15,910 21,778 27% 8,002 15,910 24,712 36% 

2003 5,776 15,810 21,Sffi 270~ 8,a34 15,810 24,474 35% 

Discussion · 

The Economic Impact of Tips on the Senrer 

Many rese~rch papers have been written on customers' tipping behaviors 
and efforts to discover economic reasons for them. However, an actual determina
tion of the economic motives of servers in regard to tipping has not received much 

attention from researchers. Large numbers of employees, full- and part-time, in the 
restaurant industry depend on tips as a major component of their income (Noll & 
Arnold, 2004): ln many cases, t'ips usually account for a considerable percentage 
of income. It is useful, then, to quantify this percentage in order to determine tips' 
effects on servers in the restaurant industry. The analysis showed that tips play a 
critical role iri the server's real income in ·each type of group, and that the impact. 
increases as the tipping rate incr~es. The following discussion contains infer
ences that can be drawn from the data in Tables 1-7 . . 

First, when the tipping rate is 10%, tips account for 34-39% ofreal 
income. for full-time restaurant employees, and the percentage jumps to 43-49% 
when the tipping rate is 15%, which amounts to almost half of their real income. ln 
the case of bars and taverns, tips' contribution to rea) income is 27-37% at.a 10% 
tipping rate, and'35-47% at a 15% tipping rate, indicating slightly lower percent-
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ages than in full-service restaurants. This fact impli~s that tipping plays a greater 
role at full-service restaurants, probably because of the nature of the s·ervice 'pro
vided and the value of the individual c·ustomer's order, which combine to affect tip 
calculation by diners. In bars and taverns where the size of the individual order is 
smaller, the value of the tip and its frequency decrease. Therefore, tips' impact on 
servers in full-service restaurants is greater than that on servers in bars/taverns. 

Second, the tip accounts for a considerable part of the employee's real 

income level in dining establishments such that the greater the role, the greater the 

increase in the tipping rate. This means that tipping has been positioned as the 

main and critical component of many workers' income, and that its.economic im

pact becomes more significant for employers as the hourly wage rate has increased, 

but at a slow pace. 

In addition, most tipped employees are part-time workers, and their hourly 

wage has not increased dramatically since 1998. According to the Job Bank (2008), 

median hourly earnings of wait staffs were $6.80 with the middle 50% earning 

between $6.13 and $8.00, the lowest 10% earning less than $5.70, and the highest 

10% earning more than $11.00/hour. "For most wait staffs; higher incomes are 

primarily the result ofreceiving more in tips rather than higher hourly wages" (Job 

Bank, 2008). Therefore, tips have been positioned as an important source of addi

tional income. As a result, they provide a strong economic motive for every tipped 

part-time worker in both full-s~rvice restaurants and bars/taverns. 

In conclusion, this study suggests that the size of tips is a financially 

·critical part of a server's income. According to social exchange theory, servers 

seek to provide better service in order to receive more tips,. Many studies postulate 

that tipping behavior is close to being a social norm. According to macro-restau, 

rant industry data analysis, however, tips should be regarded as a reward for good 

service and indicates an appraisal of service by diners. 

Limitations 
In analyzing the data, this sttidy makes some important assumptions. The 

first assumption is that tip pooling does not include other non-tipped workers, and 

that employees' annual wages do not include tips. If these assumptions had not 

been made, then the numbers shown in Tables 1-7 would have been different. 

Furthennore, for the purpose of this study, wait staffs and bartenders were consid

ered the direct recipients of tips. The reafity. however, is thatmany different types 

of employees receive tips in different occupations. Thus, the numbers shown in 
.•. 
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the analyses could be higher than the real ones. Despite this minor difference 
between real and estimated numbers, this study provided invaluable insight into 

. the impact of tip size on the server's real income level as the tipping rate increases. 
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